Put the three settings in a row. Up for off, neutral for light suction, and all the way down for heavy. We're not

I think the application of personas was a very interesting way to approach the issue of user representation, something

The rain falls heavy

Fly from Ohio

VR we tested

Do not follow dog

[ADAM: Now let's program a calculator]

[ADAM: Let's begin with a nice simple hello world program]

[TIGER: Whatever it takes]

[SUSAN: We owe it to everyone, every scanner that isn't in this room right now, to try

NARRATOR: Last time, on 'ISU VRAC: Ballistics'

You need a tune-up.

Or perhaps in Scanagain

And no chance for remark;

Where grooves are set and clear,

Where dwell the great at start,

There's nothing hidden in the groove

For I'm the CState-wart Scanning Hat

A better scan than me.

I'll trash myself if you can find

But don't judge on what you see,

[roll credits]